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Before collaborating with Transline, TeamViewer’s IT team manually exported HTML texts 
from the company’s website for translation. The translators then delivered the completed 
texts in the same format. Afterwards, in-house and external experts checked the 
translations. Any necessary corrections were then entered by developers at TeamViewer 
using copy and paste. The amount of coordination required was immense – and 
expensive, as the IT team had to both export and re-import the texts for translation.

On a linguistic 
mission

///////////////////  If you want to reach people, you have to speak their language
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“The workflow for 

translating our website 

texts has improved 

enormously.”

/ TeamViewer 

translation team

Translation – key to understanding.



TeamViewer offers 
over 30 languages 
for its software and 
support

 
Case 
Study

TeamViewer is a global technology company and leading provider of a connectivity 
platform to remotely access, control, manage, monitor and repair devices of any kind – 
from laptops and mobile phones to industrial machines and robots. Since the company’s 
foundation in 2005, TeamViewer’s software has been installed on more than 2.2 billion 
devices around the world. The company is headquartered in Göppingen, Germany, and 
employs more than 1000 employees globally. Through its collaboration with Transline, 
TeamViewer has streamlined what were formerly laborious manual translation processes. 
The effective centralised quality management system reduces the time required for 
internal reviews, while a convenient portal solution ensures reliable processes.

   
Extensive amount of work required in-house
 
Before collaborating with Transline, TeamViewer’s IT team manually exported HTML 
texts from the company’s website for translation. The translators then delivered the 
completed texts in the same format. Afterwards, in-house and external experts checked 
the translations. Any necessary corrections were then entered by developers at Team-
Viewer using copy and paste. The amount of coordination required was immense – and 
expensive, as the IT team had to both export and re-import the texts for translation.

Furthermore, the corrected passages weren’t sent back to the translators – meaning 
changes weren’t transferred to TeamViewer’s translation memory (TM). As a result, 
incorrect entries and inaccuracies in the translation were repeated and the subsequent 
need for editing remained high. Consequently, TeamViewer couldn’t benefit from the 
valuable cost savings that a well-populated and well-maintained translation memory 
usually provides.

The goal: an efficient translation process 

“TeamViewer’s list of requirements included easier processing of website content and 
an optimised translation workflow. Our common goal was to reduce the time and 
costs involved as far as possible by implementing a new workflow,” reports Georgios 
Tsouknidis, who is Key Account Manager for TeamViewer at Transline. TeamViewer also 
wanted to simplify the complex review process, supported by a well-maintained 
translation memory and high-quality translations. This would free up and better utilise 
internal resources.

Transline and TeamViewer 
optimise processes for 
website translation
Going live faster, thanks to 
high-quality translations and 
a smart portal solution
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Qualified regular 
translators

Specific corporate 
terminology

Smart portal 
solution 
with WPML

Smart workflow with a web-based portal 
 
Thanks to the close collaboration between Transline and OnTheGoSystems, TeamViewer 
now uses WPML to process its website texts for translation. The key advantage of the 
multilingual plugin for WordPress is that texts requiring translation can be freely defined 
and uploaded to a portal as XLIFF files – without any detours. Once the translation is 
finished, Transline uploads the texts – and TeamViewer can insert them directly into the 
right place on its multilingual website.

The portal solution with WPML saves TeamViewer resources, time and money. 
Data no longer needs to be manually extracted and – as was the case 
previously – laboriously postprocessed. “The workflow for translating our website 
texts has improved enormously,” says the translation team at TeamViewer.

Another benefit is that source texts exported for translation are now automatically 
labelled accordingly. This ensures that they are not changed during the translation 
process. The TeamViewer team is very satisfied: “The portal solution recommended by 
Transline has saved us an enormous amount of time – and also gives us more certainty 
that the source and target texts do not differ.”
 

Centralised translation and quality management
 
Today, all the various elements of the multilingual translations converge centrally at 
Transline. Using regular translators who are qualified for each specialty and language 
ensures consistently high quality and uniformity in the target texts. All translators receive 
a detailed briefing, an introduction to the products and access to demo versions. A 
consistently managed translation memory, combined with the development of 
customer-specific terminology in all languages, guarantees that the defined quality 
goals are achieved.

With reliably high-quality translations, TeamViewer saves significant amounts of 
time and money.  Thanks to the significantly reduced time spent on reviews, the 
texts also go live much faster.

The 
solution
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“Our collaboration with 

Transline has enabled 

us to optimise both our 

processes and our quality. 

Our workload has been 

significantly reduced and 

we can now go live with 

translated content much 

faster.” 

/ TeamViewer 

translation team

Editing texts
with WPML

Exporting 
freely de�ned 
texts as XLIFF

Uploading �les 
via a portal

Editing texts 
directly in the 
translation tool

Uploading texts 
after translation 
is completed

Reduced time and 
costs plus simpli�ed 
processes through 

cutting-edge linguistic 
technologies

XLIFF

WPML

Translation – key to understanding.



Transline Gruppe GmbH
Am Heilbrunnen 47  
72766 Reutlingen
/  T +49 7121 9463-0
/  service@transline.de
www.transline.de
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Our Transline team strives to perfect your workflows. 

If you have questions regarding the TeamViewer case study, 

don’t hesitate to get in touch. We look forward to it.

Which are the most widely spoken languages in the world?  Chinese, Spanish, English, 
Hindi, Arabic, Portuguese, Bengali, Russian, Japanese, German, Marathi, Korean, French, Tur-
kish, Tamil, Vietnamese, Urdu, ...?

The Transline Group. 
Complex translation workflows 
made simple.

On a linguistic 
mission
www.transline-ecommerce.de

Translation – key to understanding.


